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Thank-you for downloading the GCP++ Evaluation Edition.  It is distributed to potential 
customers  to provide a GCP++ "test-drive" before licensing of the GCP++ TCP/IP SDK for 
Windows, VB Custom Controls, or VT-220 emulator.  Note:  The VB runtime file, 
VBRUN300.DLL, is not included in this distribution, but is required for run-time support of the 
VB products.  This file can be downloaded separately from many sites.

The software included in this package is licensed to you for evaluation only, and does not grant 
you any of the rights associated with the purchase of a development or runtime license from Dart
Communications.  All the included software is copywrited by Dart Communications.

This Evaluation Edition includes the complete GCP++ TCP/IP SDK for Windows, sans 
development license and Windows Sockets SDK support.  Since the run-time license is not 
included, the package provides you with "nuisance screens" to remind you that this is only an 
evaluation tool.. 

The Visual Basic Customs Controls includes VBX files that implement a single protocol each:  
TCP, UDP, TELNET, TFTP, and VT-220 emulation.  They provide "easy to use" TCP/IP access 
through the use of familiar VB properties and events (NO DLL calls are necessary!).  Each VB 
Custom Control distribution license allows you to build TCP/IP applications that you may freely 
distribute with GCP runtime support (no royalties).

The C/C++/WINSOCK Edition provides you with the GCP242C.DLL, allowing you to build 
custom TCP/IP applications using the GCP Server.  In addition to GCP Server support, a 
complete WINSOCK development environment is provided:  winsock.h, winsock.lib, sample C+
+ classes for TCP and UDP, the CWINSOCK C++ library definition with code written using 
MFC, development tips, frequently asked questions, the Windows Sockets Specification, etc.  
The WINSOCK support is suitable for development of either 16 or 32-bit applications.

The retail VT-220 for Workgroups application is included.  Please test-drive VT220.EXE to 
evaluate our VT-220 custom control.  Special note for VB developers:  The VT-220 custom 
control may be purchased and then distributed royalty-free!  This is a very cost-effective 
solution when compared to licensing found elsewhere!

The GCP++ TCP/IP SDK for Windows licenses you to use the GCP++ libraries and custom 
controls, GCP.LIC and header files on a single workstation.  Free membership in the "GCP++ 
Developers Forum" is provided...this is a mailing list maintained at GENISYS that provides a 
forum for GCP users to get expert advice and share technical and marketing information with 
other members.  

Dart Communications also offers software maintenance for interested parties. Consulting 
services are also available.
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